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DERIVATIONS AND HOMOMORPHISMS ON
BANACH ALGEBRAS (I)

KIL-WOUNG JUN, Kn - TAE KIM AND DEOK-HoON Boo

1. Introduction

A derivation on a Banach algebra A is a linear mapping
into itself such that Dab=a(Db) -+ (Da)b (a, bEA). If S is
operator from a Banach space X into a Banach space Y,
separating space CS (S) of S is defined by

CS(S) = {yEYlthere are xn~O in X with Sxn->y in Y}
In Section 2, we show that if D is a derivation on a commutative

Banach algebra A with the radical R, then for any positive integer m,

CS (Dn IR) ~ R for all 12:S:; m if and only if CS (Dn) ~ R for all n:S:; m.

From this result we know that if the restriction D IR is continuous then
the range of a derivation D on A is contained in R. This is a genera
lization of Singer and Wermer's Theorem [10]. And we also prove that
every derivation on a commutative Banach algebra has a nilpotent
separating space if and only if every derivation on a commutative
semiprime Banach algebra is continuous.

In Section 3, we discuss the continuity of homomorphism mapping
C*-algebras into commutative Banach algebras. We prove that if A is
a C*-algebra and B is a commutative Banach algebra with radical R
and if R is an integral domain such that n Rn= {O} t then every

n;"l

homomorphism from A into B is continuous.

2. Derivations on Commutative Banach AIgebras

In this section we suppose that A is a commutative Banach algebra
with identity, R the radical of A, (/J A the set of all multiplicative
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linear functionals of A, and D a derivation on A. In [6J Johnson
proved the following theorem.

THEOREM. If A has an identity e, then there exiSt orthogonal idempotent
elements eo, eh ···em in A with sum e such that D (eoA) is contained in the
radical of eoA and such that each algebra etA, .. ·emA has just one maxi
mal ideal.

LEMMA 2. 1. Suppose that A has a unique maximal ideal which is its
radical R. Then for any positive integer m, @5(DnIR) ~R for all n~m
if and only if @5(Dn) ~R for all n~m.

Proof. One half of the proof is obvious. For the other half we use
the induction. If yE@5(D), then there exists a sequence {x~} in A
with xn~O such that DXn~Y. Suppose that yr$.R. Since R is a unique
maximal ideal, let iPA = {p}. Then r/J (y) =f::. O. For each x -in A, we
have r/J (xy-r/J (x) y) =0. Thus for each n, there exists rn in R such
that rn=xny-r/J(xn)y and rn~O. Since xny=r/J(xn)Y-f-rn>

(Dxn) y=r/J (xn) Dy+ Drn- xnDy
-and so there exists the limit of the sequence {Drn}. Thus

y2=1im DrnE@5(DIR) ~R,__00

and (r/J(y) }2=r/J(y2) =0. Hence r/J(y) =0, and so yER. This is a Con
tradiction, and so @5 (D) ~R. Suppose that @5 (Dll R) ~R for all 1~m
and @5(Dl) ~Rfor alll~m-1. If yE@5(Dm), there exists a sequence
{xn} in A with xn~O such that Dmxn~Y. Suppose that yr$.R. Then
r/J(y) =f::.0. For each x in A, we have r/J(xy-r/J(x)y) =0. Thus there
exists a sequence {rn} in R such that r~~O and rn=xny-r/J(xn)y. Since
xny=r/J(xn)Y-trn, we have

nm(xny) = ~o (7)nm-iXnDiy

= (Dmxn)y+ t: (~)Dm-iXnDiy

= r/J (xn) Dmy+ nmrn·

Since @5(Dl IR) eR for all l~m and @5(Dl) ~R for all l~m-1,

@5(r/Jo(Dl IR»=[r/J@5(Dl/R)J-= to} for all l~m and @5(t/JoDl). [t/J@5
(Dl)J-= to} for all l~m-l. Then r/Jo(DljR) is continuous for all
l~m, and r/JoDl is continuous for alll~m-1. Thus we -have
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ifJ(y2) =ifJ(1im(Dmx ,,)Y)._00

=!~~ ifJ [ifJ(x,,) Dmy+Dmr,,-tl (7) Dm-;x"D;y]

=!~~ [ifJ (x,,) ifJoDmy+ifJoDmr,,-t:(7) (ifJoDm-;x,,) (ifJ 0 D;y) ]

=0.
Therefore y2ER, and so yER. This is a contradiction. Thus ei(Dm)
~ R, which completes the proof.

Now we extend the above result to the general case.

THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra. For any
positive integer m, ei(D"IR) ~R for all n~m if and only if ei(D") ~
R for all n~m. In particular ®(D"IR) ~R for all n if and only if
ei(Dll) ~R for all n.

Proof. We may assume that A has an identity e. By Johnson's
theorem, there exist orthogonal idempotents eo, eb .•• , es with sum e such
that D (eoA) is contained in the radical of eoA and each algebra e1A,
' .. , esA has a unique maximal ideal. Since e;A nR=e;R, e;R is the
radical of e;A for each i. Then for each n, D"(eoA) ~D"-l(eoR)~eoR
and ® (D" leoA) ~ D" (eoA) ~ eoR. By the orthogonality of the idempotents
eo, el···, es and the linearity of D, we have

®(D" IR) =®(D"leoR) + ···+®(D" IesR).
Since D"e;x=e;D"x for each n~1, we get the derivation D" : e;A ~ e;A
for each i = 0, 1, ... , sand n~ 1, and e;® (D") ~ ei (D" Ie;A).

Now if ®(DIR) ~R, then ®(Dle;R) ~eiR for each i. Since eiR is
the unique maximal ideal in e;A, by Lemma 2.1 ei(Dle;A) ~e;R for
i=1,2,···,s. Hence

ei(D) =eo®(D) +···+esei(D)
~(s(D leoA) + ···+(S(D lesA)
~eoR+···+esR=R.

If ei(DlIR) ~R for each l~m and (S(Dl) ~R for each l~m-1, then
for each l~m

(s(DlIR) =(S(DlleoR) +···+ei(Dl\esR)
~R

Hence (s(Dlle;R) ~e;R for each i. By Lemma 2.1, ei(Dlle;A) ~eiR
for each i and 1~m. Hence
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@5(Dm)=elf!;(Dm)+"'+es@5(Dm)
~@5(DmleoA) +···+@5(Dml esA)

~eoR+···+esR=R.

Thus we get the result.

COROLLARY 2.3. If @5(DIR)= {O}, then DA~R. In particular if R
is finite dimensional, then DA~ R.

Proof. Since @5(D IR) = {O} ~R, @5 (D) ~ R by Theorem 2. 2. Then
ifJoD is continuous for all ifJEf})A. Thus

[ifJ@5(D2IR)J-=@5(ifJoDoDIR) = [ifJoD@5(DIR)J-= {O}
for all ifJEf})A' and so @5(D2IR) ~R. By the induction, @5(DnIR) ~R
for all n~l. Thus @5(Dn) ~R for all n~1. Then ifJoDn is continuous
for all n~l. By Theorem l' in [7J, we have DA~R.

Note that if KD(I) = {xEI: DnxEI for all n~l} where I is an
ideal of A, then K D (I) is an ideal, and if I is a prime ideal then
K D (I) is a prime ideal [5J.

THEOREM 2.4. The following conditions are equivalent. (l) Every
derivation on a commutative Banach algebra has a nilpotent separating space.

(2) Every derivation on a commutative semiprime Banach algebra is
continuous.

Proof. Obviously (1) implies (2). Assume (2) and suppose that (1)
is false. Then there exists a derivation D on a commutative Banach
algebra A such that @5(D) is non-nilpotent. Thus there exists a mini
mal prime ideal P such that @5 (D) §;; P and P is closed, by Theorem
2.5 in [2J. Then KD(P) is a prime ideal and KD(P) ~P. By the
minimality of P, KD(P) =P, and so D(P) ~P. Then we can define
a derivation 15 on a commutative semiprime Banach algebra AlP by
15 (x+P) =Dx+P. By the assumption, 15 is continuous. Then by
Lemma 1. 4 in [8J @5(D) ~P. This is a contradiction. Therefore (2)
implies (1).

3. Homomorphism from C*-AIgebras.

REMARK. By "Prime Ideal Theorem" in [lJ, we know that if 0 is a
discontinuous homomorphism from a Banach algebra A onto a dense
subalgebra of a commutative Banach algebra B, then there exists a
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discontinuous linear operator 00=0 (ao) 0 for some ao E A such that

(1) For each aEA, either O(a)®(Oo)=®(Oo) or O(a) 15(00) = to}
* (2) A/Io is an integral domain where

10= {aEA 10(a)®(00) = {O}}

LEMMA 3.1. If 0 is a homomorphism from a C*-algebra A onto a
dense subalgebra of a commutative Banach algebra B with radical R, then

15(0) =R.

Proof. By Theorem 4.1 in [9J, R~®(O) and there exists a homo
morphism J) from f to 15(0) such that 15(0) =v(f)- where 7:= {aEA :
O(a)®(O) = {O}}, and yea) is quasi-nilpotent for each a in r. Since B

is commutative. R= {bEB : r(b) =O} and r(v(a» =0 for each a In f

where r is the spectral radius. Thus we have 15 (0) = J) (f) - ~R.

REMARK. In [4J, Esterle showed that if A is a commutative radical

Banach algebra and also an integral domain then x E xaA for some
nonzero elements x, a E A if and only if nanA -=1= {O}. From this result

n::?l

we obtain the following lemma.

LEMMA 3.2. Let A be a C*-algebra, B a commutative Banach
algebra with the radical R, and 0 a homomorphism from A onto a dense

subalgebra B. If there exists an element al EA such that O-=l=O(al) ER
and R is an integral domain, then we have nO(al)nR-=I= {O}.

n~l

Proof. Since R -=1= {O}, 0 is discontinuous by Lemma 3. 1. By the
Remark preceding Lemma 3. 1, there exists a discontinuous linear
operator 00= 0 (ao) 0 for some ao in A such that for each a in A, either

O(a)®(Oo) =15(00) or O(a) 0(00) = to} , and A/lo is an integral domain.

Since 15(0) =R and 15(00) =()(ao)®((), we have ®(Oo) ~R. Since R
is an integral domain, () (al) 15 (()o) -=1= {O}. Note that 0 (ao) if!; (00) -=1= to}
from O(ao)®(O) -=1= to}. Then al,aofl-Io and so aoa1fl-Io because A/lo IS

an integral domain. Thus o(aOal) 15 (()o) =15(00), and so

o(aOal) E 15 (00) =() (aOal) 0 (al) if!; (00)

=0 (aOal) 0 (al) 15 (00)

~ 0 (aOal) 0 (al) R
By the above Remark, we have no (al) nR -=1= {O}.

n~l
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THEOREM 3.3. Let A be a C*-algebra and B a commutative Banaclt
algebra with the radical R. Ij'''R- is an integral domain ,such that

nRn= {a} , then every homomorphism () from A into B is continuous.
Ql '

Proof. If not, then 0 : A~O(A) is a discontinuo~s homomorphism.
By Theorem 4.1 in [9J, there exists a discontinuous homomorphism v
from f into ~(O)=v(f)-. Lemma 3.1 implies that ~(O) .:...-RnO(A).
Take lJ(a) E~(O) with v (a) *0. By Lemma 3.2,

{a} * nv(a)n(RnO(A» ~ nRn
n~l n~l

This is a contradiction. Thus 0 is continuous.

EXAMPLE: It is weil-known that for '~Banach algebra of formal
power series the radical R is an inte~ral domain and satisfies nRn= {o}.

,', ' Ql "

So every homomorphism from a C*-algebra into a Banach algebra of
formal pOWEl.r, series is continuous~
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